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**ABSTRACT**

**Context.** Future weak lensing surveys, such as the *Euclid* mission, will attempt to measure the shapes of billions of galaxies in order to derive cosmological information. These surveys will attain very low levels of statistical error, and systematic errors must be extremely well controlled. In particular, the point spread function (PSF) must be estimated using stars in the field, and recovered with high accuracy.

**Aims.** The aims of this paper are twofold. Firstly, we took steps toward a nonparametric method to address the issue of recovering the PSF field, namely that of finding the correct PSF at the position of any galaxy in the field, applicable to *Euclid*. Our approach relies solely on the data, as opposed to parametric methods that make use of our knowledge of the instrument. Secondly, we studied the impact of imperfect PSF models on the shape measurement of galaxies themselves, and whether common assumptions about this impact hold true in an *Euclid* scenario.

**Methods.** We extended the recently proposed resolved components analysis approach, which performs super-resolution on a field of undersampled observations of a spatially varying, image-valued function. We added a spatial interpolation component to the method, making it a true 2-dimensional PSF model. We compared our approach to PSFEX, then quantified the impact of PSF recovery errors on galaxy shape measurements through image simulations.

**Results.** Our approach yields an improvement over PSFEX in terms of the PSF model and on observed galaxy shape errors, though it is at present far from reaching the required *Euclid* accuracy. We also find that the usual formalism used for the propagation of PSF model errors to weak lensing quantities no longer holds in the case of an *Euclid*-like PSF. In particular, different shape measurement approaches can react differently to the same PSF modeling errors.
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1. Introduction

As light from background galaxies travels through the universe, it gets deflected due to variations of the gravitational potential. In the vast majority of cases, distortions due to gravitational lensing are of very small amplitude, and are largely dominated by the observed objects’ intrinsic ellipticities: this is the weak lensing regime. By observing a great number of sources, one can however retrieve the lensing signal, probe the large-scale structure of the Universe and derive information about the matter distribution. This makes weak lensing a very interesting cosmological probe (see e.g., Kilbinger 2015).

Galaxy shape measurement for weak lensing has been carried out in several past surveys such as CFHTLenS (Miller et al. 2013). Several ground-based surveys are currently ongoing as well, and have already led to tighter cosmological constraints. These include the Kilo-Degree Survey (KiDS, Kuijken et al. 2015), the Dark Energy Survey (DES, Jarvis et al. 2016), and the HyperSuprime Cam (HSC, Mandelbaum et al. 2017). In the future, Stage IV surveys will allow the cosmological information extracted from the weak lensing signal to achieve unprecedented accuracies, and include both ground-based observations with the Rubin Observatory’s Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST, Abell 2009), and space telescopes such as the Wide-Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST, Green et al. 2012), and Euclid (Laureijs et al. 2011), which is the focus of the present work.

In order to fully exploit the potential of these surveys, the level of systematic errors must be kept below that of statistical uncertainty. In the case of *Euclid*, where the number of measured objects will be extremely high, this leads to drastic requirements on the various sources of systematic errors. The point spread function (PSF) can induce important systematic effects, since the PSF distorts object shapes, which could lead to very strong bias in ellipticity measurements if not correctly accounted for (Paulin-Henriksson et al. 2008; Massey et al. 2012; Cropper et al. 2013).

Two approaches are possible to estimate the PSF. In the parametric approach, a PSF model is derived using the known information about the instrument (and the observed sources), typically yielding a simulator that can recreate, based on a set of parameters, the instrument’s PSF at any position in the field. These parameters are then chosen by fitting observed stars in the field to yield an accurate PSF model. These methods thus fall in the forward modeling category. An example of this is the TinyTim software (Krist 1995) for the Hubble Space Telescope. The
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second, or nonparametric, approach is based on data only, using unresolved stars in the field as direct measurements of the PSF and estimating the PSF at galaxy positions from these measurements. The PSFEx software (Bertin 2011) is a typical example of such an approach, and has been successfully applied to real data in the context of weak lensing shape measurement (for instance in the DES survey; Jarvis et al. 2016; Zuntz et al. 2018). The PSF modeling approach used in CFHTLenS (Miller et al. 2013) and KiDS (Kuijken et al. 2015) similarly falls in this category, though unlike PSFEx, it allows for discontinuities in the PSF variations at the boundaries between charge-coupled devices (CCD), and can thus be fit on the whole field at once rather than on each detector individually.

The latter class of methods are ultimately limited by the amount of information that can be recovered from available data. In particular, the maximum accuracy they can achieve is directly limited by the number of observed stars. In the case of Euclid, the requirement on the multiplicative shear bias is that it should be less than $5 \times 10^{-5}$, and that on the relative size $\delta R^2_{\text{PSF}}/R^2_{\text{PSF}}$ (as defined from quadrupole moments) be lower than $5 \times 10^{-4}$. Achieving this accuracy is further complicated by stars suffering from undersampling, and experiments indeed show that even the nonparametric approach proposed in this work is not yet at the level to fulfill these requirements. Because of these considerations, a forward modeling approach of the Euclid visible instrument (VIS) PSF capable of achieving these requirements is being developed (Duncan et al., in prep.), and is already at a more mature state of implementation. Nonetheless, also having a nonparametric PSF model available remains advantageous, as the combination of the two approaches could lead to a PSF model that outperforms either individually. This however requires developing a nonparametric PSF model that can handle all of Euclid VIS’ specificities, while striving to be as accurate as possible given its intrinsic limitations. The present work offers a solution to take steps toward a full nonparametric PSF modeling applicable to Euclid.

To that end, we considered a simplified setting that includes some of the complexity arising in modeling the VIS PSF (including under-sampling). Binary stars can impact the PSF model if they are not removed from those objects used to fit the PSF model. Since previous work (Kuntzer et al. 2016; Kuntzer & Courbin 2017) deals with the identification of such objects, we assumed in the present work they had already been removed (and, more generally, that our star catalogs were empty from contamination). Other aspects that also need to be handled but that are left for future work are:

- chromatic variations of the PSF (Cypriano et al. 2010; Eriksen & Hoekstra 2018);
- effects caused by the satellite’s Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS) and guiding errors;
- detector effects such as charge transfer inefficiency (CTI) and the brighter-fatter effect (for which Coulton et al. 2018, recently proposed a model);
- manufacturing and polishing errors.

The latter can induce variations of the PSF that occur on very small spatial scales. While these are not included in the simulated VIS PSF used in the present work, as discussed below, the proposed method can, by construction, handle these high-spatial frequency variations (with the strong caveat that observations need to fall within the area of variation for our model to account for it). Handling detector effects within the PSF model might prove hard, as they are flux dependent and not convolutional (though they could potentially be corrected for prior to fitting the PSF model). Lastly, the work we carried out for the present work was done at a single point in time, with a low number of observed stars. The telescope will in truth vary with time, which means the PSF modeling should be performed on each exposure separately (or on a set of exposures taken closely enough in time that the temporal variation can be neglected). However, another approach is to include the temporal variation within the nonparametric model itself, and fit it either to several exposures simultaneously, or “online”, meaning updating the model with each new available exposure. Not only could this improve the quality of the PSF model, it might also help mitigate two serious limitations of the nonparametric method: its quality depending on the number of stars available, and the aforementioned need to observe one precisely at the position of high-spatial frequency variations (which should be constant with time).

Many nonparametric methods have been proposed to model the PSF from observed stars. Gentile et al. (2013) reviewed, in the context of GREAT3 (Mandelbaum et al. 2014, 2015), several traditional interpolation approaches to deal with spatial variations of the PSF. Other, more recent methods rely on optimal transport (Ngolé & Starck 2017) or deep learning (Kuntzer 2018; Herbel et al. 2018). PSFEx remains the most widely used method and is, to the best of our knowledge, the only one to deal with both the super-resolution and the spatial variation steps at the same time. Mandelbaum et al. (2017) found the PSFEx-based model of the HSC PSF to perform poorly when seeing becomes better than a certain value, close to the threshold at which PSFEx automatically switches to the super-resolution mode (Bosch et al. 2017), and could indicate issues with PSFEx’s handling of super-resolution (and the need for other nonparametric methods to deal with this problem). Super-resolution is a well-studied problem in image processing, where sparsity-based methods (Starck et al. 2015) have been shown to perform extremely well. Ngolè et al. (2015) showed this to hold true in the particular case of PSFs. However, contrary to the typical setting of the super-resolution problem where the object of interest is observed several times with slight shifts (Rowe et al. 2011), in the case of Euclid, we instead have several undersampled observations of the PSF at different positions in the field of view (FOV). Ngolè et al. (2016) recently introduced resolved components analysis (RCA), a method specifically designed to handle such a problem, but estimating the PSFs only at star positions.

An early study of the impact of PSF modeling errors was carried out by Hoekstra (2004), where the PSF was modeled solely through its anisotropy. Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008) introduced a mathematical description of PSF errors and their impact on galaxy shape measurements, which was further explored in Massey et al. (2012). This formalism has been widely used in the context of weak lensing to set requirements on future surveys (Cropper et al. 2013), such as the minimum number of stars in the field required to achieve a given accuracy (Paulin-Henriksson et al. 2009), or to validate the PSF quality on actual data (Rowe 2010; Jarvis et al. 2016). These studies rely on the use of unweighted quadrupole moments. The addition of weighting functions to avoid divergent moments leads to mixing with higher order moments. This is a well-studied issue in the case of galaxy shape measurement (see e.g., Semboloni et al. 2013, for the particular case of color gradients). In the case of the PSF errors, however, the assumption that unweighted moments can be used is still widely made. This was reasonable in the case of ground surveys, where the PSF has a simpler profile.
In the Euclid case, however, the PSF profile will have divergent moments. While this is not a concern when considering galaxy shape measurements, as the considered galaxy’s light profile then effectively acts like a weighting function, it raises the question of whether the usual expression for the propagation of PSF errors still holds, since the quantities involved are the unweighted PSF moments. If that were not the case, it could be more difficult to disentangle the shape measurement errors due to an imperfect PSF model from other effects such as bias due to the method used to derive the galaxy shapes. Bias on shape measurements were investigated in several papers (Hoekstra et al. 2015, 2017; Pujol et al. 2017), but under the assumption that the PSF was perfectly known.

In this paper, we expand the RCA method by capturing spatial variations of the PSF through a set of PSF graphs. We can thus estimate the PSF at any arbitrary position in the field, while preserving all the properties of the RCA-recovered PSF field. This leads to a new approach that can deal, similarly to PSFEx, with both super-resolution and spatial variations, simultaneously. The python library is freely available1. Neither of these models prove sufficient, in their current state, to achieve Euclid requirements. This is likely mostly driven by the number of available stars. For a purely nonparametric PSF modeling approach to reach the accuracy required for Euclid weak lensing, more stars than those available within a single CCD of a science exposure will thus need to be used. This could either rely only on the instrument’s temporal stability, or a modeling of the PSF’s variations with time.

We used the opportunity provided by the comparison of two imperfect PSF models in a Euclid-like setting to explore the impact of PSF errors on galaxy shape measurement. In particular, by propagating the errors of both PSF models through different shape measurement methods, we examined whether the assumption that these two issues can be treated separately still holds for Euclid.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 describes the formalism of the PSF recovery field problem we adopted; Sect. 3 gives a quick overview of the RCA method; and Sect. 4 presents the new PSF field recovery method. In Sect. 5, we apply both PSFEx and our approach to recover simplified Euclid-like PSFs and compare the resulting models. We then use them for galaxy shape measurement and study the impact of PSF modeling errors in Sect. 6. We conclude and offer some perspectives in Sect. 7.

2. Modelling the PSF field from stars

This section introduces the formalism used in the present work for the PSF field estimation problem, and the approach taken by PSFEx to solve it.

2.1. Notations

Let us first describe the problem at hand. Let $\mathcal{H}(u)$ denote the (unknown) PSF that we wish to estimate; $\mathcal{H}$ is a function of $u = (x,y)$, a 2-dimensional vector containing the position within the image. It is the full, untruncated PSF intensity profile, and thus outputs a continuous image at any position $u$. Here and throughout this paper, all such positions are given in “image” coordinates (i.e., within the instrument’s CCDS), since the position of objects on the sky has no influence on the PSF they are affected by. Similarly, here we consider $\mathcal{H}$ to be a single PSF that aggregates all effects (e.g., diffraction, imperfect optical elements, jitter of the telescope). In particular, we do not consider the intermediary, relative position of incoming light rays from a given object on each individual optical component. We also consider the spatial variations of the PSF to be slow enough that the entirety of an object whose center lies at position $u$ is affected by the same $\mathcal{H}(u)$.

Assuming we observe a set of $n_{\text{stars}}$ stars across the FOV, at positions $\mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}} := \{(u_1, \ldots, u_{n_{\text{stars}}})\}$, each star $i$ gives us a noisy, under-sampled observation of $\mathcal{H}$:

$$\mathbf{y}_i = \mathcal{F}(\mathcal{H}(u_i)) + \mathbf{n}_i,$$

where $\mathbf{n}_i$ is a noise vector and $\mathcal{F}$ is the degradation operator, meaning the effect of the realization on the instrument’s CCDS. In our case, we separate its effects in two distinct operators,

$$\mathcal{F} = \mathcal{F}_d \circ \mathcal{F}_{s}.$$  

$\mathcal{F}_{s}$ is a discrete sampling into a finite number of pixels, which turns each continuous image $\mathcal{H}(u)$ into a truncated $p \times p$ image sample at our target pixel size. $\mathcal{F}_d$ is composed of a sub-pixel shift, and a further down-sampling matrix $\mathbf{M}$ (i.e., the pixel response of our instrument) that can lead to under-sampling. Denoting by $D$ the down-sampling factor caused by $\mathbf{M}$, the available observations $\mathbf{y}_i$ are thus $Dp \times Dp$ images. In the following, we treat them as flattened vectors of size $D^2 p^2$.

The problem at hand is composed of the two following parts. Firstly, from observations $\mathbf{Y} := (\mathbf{y}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{y}_{n_{\text{stars}}})$, an estimator $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$ of the true PSF $\mathcal{H}$ must be built at corresponding positions $\mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}}$. Secondly, the PSF must be recovered at the galaxy positions, $\mathcal{U}_{\text{gal}} \neq \mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}}$. In our present case of under-sampled observations, while still discretized, we want our PSF model $\hat{\mathcal{H}}$ to be sampled on a finer grid than observations $(\mathbf{Y})$, that is, to counter the effect of $\mathcal{F}_d$.

2.2. PSFEx

Before introducing our proposed approach to solve this PSF field reconstruction problem, we give a quick overview of the PSFEx method (Bertin 2011) that we use in our experiments for comparison purposes. In its default configuration (and the one typically used in weak lensing surveys, e.g., Zuntz et al. 2018), PSFEx uses the stars in the field to fit a model directly in the pixel domain. Users can specify any Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) parameter to be used, as well as the maximum polynomial degree $d$ allowed for their corresponding components. These parameters are usually chosen to be position parameters $u = (x,y)$, leading to PSF reconstructions of the form

$$\hat{\mathcal{H}}_{\text{PSFEx}}(u) = \sum_{p,q \geq 0} x^p y^q S_{pq} .$$

The reconstructed PSFs at the positions of the stars $\mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}}$ can thus be rewritten as follows:

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, n_{\text{stars}}\}, \quad \hat{\mathcal{H}}_{\text{PSFEx}}(u_i) = S A_i ,$$

which in turn allows us to recast the PSFEx model as one of matrix factorization, that is, as a way of finding two matrices $S$ and $A$ so that $\mathbf{Y} = F_d(SA)$. In this case, the matrix $A$ is then chosen to be

$$\forall i, A_i = (x_i^p y_i^q)_{p+q \leq d} .$$

1 https://github.com/CosmoStat/rca
The components that make up $S$ are obtained through the minimization of a function of the form

$$
\min_{\Delta S} \chi^2(\Delta S) + \|T\Delta S\|^2_F,
$$

(6)

where $S := S_0 + \Delta S$. $S_0$ being a first guess obtained from a median image of the shifted observations, $T$ is chosen to be a scalar weighting, and the $\chi^2$ data fidelity term is

$$
\chi^2(\Delta S) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{stars}}} ||Y_i - F_d(\{S_0 + \Delta S\}A_i)||_2^2,
$$

(7)

where $\hat{\sigma}_i$ contains the estimated per-pixel variances. The $\|T\Delta S\|^2_F$ term is a regularization. Often referred to as Tikhonov regularization, it favors certain solutions among all those possible (in the present case of a scalar $T$, those with a smaller $L_2$ norm). Here, we include the flux normalization, sub-pixel shifting, and potential down-sampling (if super resolution is required) operators in $F_d$. Shifting the PSF models to the same grid as those of the observed stars is performed, both within PSFEx and for our proposed approach in the upcoming section, through the use of a Lanczos interpolator.

3. Resolved components analysis

This section summarizes the RCA approach to super resolution introduced by Ngolé et al. (2016). Special attention is given, in Sect. 3.2, to its spatial regularization scheme, and how it can be formulated using tools from graph theory.

3.1. Overview

The RCA method, like many others (including PSFEx, as shown in Sect. 2.2), achieves super-resolution through matrix factorization. The PSF at the position of each star is reconstructed through a linear combination of a set of eigenPSFs, $S_j$:

$$
\hat{H}_{i}^{\text{RCA}} := \hat{H}_{i}^{\text{RCA}}(u_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{r} S_j A_{ij} = S A_i,
$$

(8)

where each eigen PSF $S_j$ is an image of the same size as the PSF images. Introducing the set of all reconstructed PSFs at star positions, $\hat{H} = \{\hat{H}_1, \ldots, \hat{H}_{n_{\text{stars}}}\}$, we thus have the matrix formulation illustrated in Fig. 1.

Because our data is undersampled, a strong degeneracy needs to be broken: infinitely many finely sampled PSFs would manage to reproduce the observed under-sampled stars. In RCA, this degeneracy is broken by enforcing the following constraints on both $S$ and $A$, chosen to reflect known properties of the PSF field:

1. **Low rank**: the PSF variations across the field should be capturable through a small number of eigen PSFs $r$. This can be enforced by choosing $S$ to be of dimension $p^2 \times r$, with $r \ll p^2$.
2. **Sparsity**: the PSF should have a sparse representation in an appropriate basis, which can be enforced through a sparsity constraint on the eigen PSFs.
3. **Positivity**: the final PSF model should contain no negative pixel values.
4. **Spatial constraints**: variations of the PSF across the field are highly structured, and the smaller the difference between two PSFs’ positions $u_i, u_j$, the smaller the difference between their representations $\hat{H}_i, \hat{H}_j$ should be. The last of these constraints is achieved through a further factorization of $A$ itself. This step is described in the following subsection.

3.2. Spatial regularization on the graph

The spatial variations of the PSF across the FOV is highly structured, with both smooth variations that take place across the whole field, and some much more localized changes that only affect PSFs in a small part of it. If we had access to evenly spaced samples, this would amount to variations occurring at different (spatial) frequencies. We could then capture these variations by making each of our eigen PSFs contain information related to a given spatial frequency. Our sampling of the PSF is, however, dependent on the position of stars in the field, over which we have no control.

In RCA, we overcome this hurdle through the introduction of graph harmonics: each row $A_i$ of $A$, which contains the weights given to all observed star positions for eigen PSF $k$, is associated with a graph. For $k \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$, $P_{e_k a_k}$ denotes the Laplacian (up to a constant multiplication on the diagonal, see Appendix A) of the graph associated with $A_k$ (and thus to the $k$th eigen PSF). We define it as

$$
(P_{e_k a_k})_{ij} := \begin{cases} 
-\frac{1}{||u_i - u_j||^2}, & \text{if } i \neq j, \\
\sum_{j \neq i} a_k, & \text{if } i = j
\end{cases}
$$

(9)

In other words, each of our $r$ PSF graphs are fully connected graphs with the edge between positions $u_i$ and $u_j$ given a weight of $1/||u_i - u_j||_2^2$.

By carefully choosing the parameters of our set of graphs, $(e_k, a_k)_j \in \{1, \ldots, n_{\text{stars}}\}$, we make each of them sensitive to different ranges of distances, which leads to the harmonic interpretation. See Ngolé et al. (2016, particularly Sect. 5.2, 5.5.3, and Appendix A) for more details, as well as a scheme to select appropriate $(e_k, a_k)_j$ from the data.

We enforce the link between A’s rows and their corresponding graph through the addition of a constraint on the former. Namely, we want to preserve the graph’s geometry through $A$ so that the amplitude of coefficients associated with a certain eigen PSF varies with the right spatial harmonics. We achieve this in the following way: since $P_{e_k a_k}$ is real and symmetric, we decompose it as

$$
P_{e_k a_k} := V_{e_k a_k} \Sigma_{e_k a_k} V_{e_k a_k}^\top.
$$

(10)
where $\Sigma_{\psi,\alpha}^k$ is diagonal. $V := (V_{\psi,\alpha}^1, \ldots, V_{\psi,\alpha}^k)$ is the matrix made up of the eigen vectors associated with each of our $r$ PSF graphs. Our spatial constraint can now be expressed by further factorizing $A$ by $V^\top$, and forcing the resulting coefficients $\alpha$ to be sparse. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. For a quick introduction to the necessary graph theory concepts (and more insight into the construction of this spatial regularization), see Appendix A.

As mentioned in the introduction, manufacturing and polishing defects in the VIS instrument will inevitably lead to very localized, but strong variations of the PSF at some (fixed) positions. While these are not yet included in the simulated PSFs we use in Sect. 5, they should be naturally handled by our proposed approach with the addition of extra eigen PSFs. Each of these additions would diminish the role of constraint 1 (low rank), but the added graph (and corresponding eigen PSF) would capture only those very localized changes in the PSF. However, all this can only be accomplished if some of the observed stars do fall within the area where these variations occur. As discussed in the introduction, this caveat could be alleviated by adding a temporal component to our model, and fitting it on stars extracted from several different exposures.

### 3.3. Optimization problem

Combining the factorizations illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, reconstruction of the PSF field at the star positions through RCA amounts to solving the following problem:

$$
\min_{{\alpha}, {\Omega}} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \| Y - F_d(SaV^\top) \|_F^2 + \sum_{i=1}^r \| w_i \odot \Phi S \|_1 + \tau_+ (S a V^\top + \Omega(\alpha)) \right\},
$$

where $w_i$ are weights, $\odot$ denotes the Hadamard (or entry-wise) product, $\Phi$ is a transform through which our eigen PSFs should have a sparse representation (in our case, $\Phi$ will always be the Starlet transform, Starck et al. 2011), $\tau_+$ is the positivity indicator function, that is,

$$
\tau_+: \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if no entry of } X \text{ is strictly negative,} \\
+\infty & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
$$

Similarly, $\tau_\Omega$ is 0 if $\alpha \in \Omega$ and $+\infty$ otherwise, and $\Omega$ is a sparsity enforcing set:

$$
\Omega := \{ \alpha, \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, r\}, \| (\alpha^\top) i \|_0 \leq \eta_i \}.
$$

where $\| \cdot \|_0$ is the “norm” that returns the number of nonzero entries of a vector. Here, $\alpha$ belongs to $\Omega$ if each of its row $i$ has at most $\eta_i$ nonzero entries.

Breaking down Eq. (11) into its four summands, we can get a sense of how solving it would yield a PSF model that fits the observations while satisfying the list of constraints we introduced at the end of Sect. 3.1. Indeed, the first term is the data fidelity term, which ensures we recover the observed star images after applying the correct under-sampling operator. The second term promotes the sparsity of our eigen PSFs, thus satisfying constraint 2. The third term ensures our PSF model only contains positive pixel values, enforcing constraint 3. The fourth term forces the learned $\alpha$ to be sparse, in turn satisfying constraint 4 as detailed in Sect. 3.2. Lastly, as mentioned above, constraint 1 is achieved by setting a low enough number of eigenPSFs $r$.

Finding the eigenPSFs and their associated coefficients for each star amounts to solving Eq. (11). This can be done through alternated minimization, that is, by solving in turn for $S$ then for $\alpha$ iteratively. Each minimization is performed through the use of proximal methods. Examples of such algorithms adequate to our set up (where we have several constraints) include the generalized forward backward splitting (Raguet et al. 2013) and that proposed by Condat (2013). For more details on solving the optimization problem, as well as how parameters ($e_\alpha$, $a_\alpha$), $r$, $(w_i)$, and $(\eta_i)$, are set, we refer the reader to Ngolè et al. (2016).

### 4. PSF field recovery from graph harmonics

We now turn to the problem of interpolating our PSF model from the positions of stars, $\mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}}$, to that of galaxies, $\mathcal{U}_{\text{gal}}$.

#### 4.1. Spatial interpolation of the PSF

Several standard methods exist to perform spatial interpolation, that is, to estimate the (unknown) value of some function $f$ at a new position $u = (x, y)$ given its measurements at several other positions: $f(u_i)\iota_i$. See Gentile et al. (2013) for a review of such methods in the particular framework of PSF spatial interpolation. The most natural (and the one used by PSFEx) is probably the use of a polynomial function of positions:

$$
\hat{f}(u) = \sum_{i,j=0}^{n_{\text{max}}-1} x^i y^j Q_{ij},
$$

where the maximum polynomial degree $d$ is a user-selected parameter, and the $(Q_{ij})_{i,j}$ are chosen so that $\hat{f}(u_i) \approx f(u_i)$ at every position where $f$ was observed (in our case, $u_i \in \mathcal{U}_{\text{stars}}$). We note that the particular set-up of PSFEx shown in Eq. (3) can be recovered when choosing $f := \hat{H}^\text{PSFEx}$ and $Q_{ij}$ the PSFEx-learned, image-sized components.

An alternative to the polynomial approach is the use of radial basis functions (RBF, Buhmann 2003). An RBF is a kernel $\varphi$ that only depends on the distance between two points. The polynomial formulation of Eq. (14) can then be replaced by

$$
\hat{f}(u) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_{\text{max-basis}}} Q_i \varphi(\|u - u_i\|),
$$

where the positions in the sum correspond to the closest neighbors of $u$, and the $(Q_i)_{i}$ are, once again, chosen so that $\hat{f}$ coincides with the observed $f$ at all sampled positions. Broadly
speaking, the idea behind these schemes is that the closer a position \( u_i \) is, the more its observed value \( f(u_i) \) should contribute to the estimated \( f(u) \), and RBF interpolation can be thought of as a generalization of inverse distance weighting schemes. Note that an assumption underlying the use of RBFs is that the PSF’s amount of similarity to its neighbors in \( f \) is isotropic, meaning the same in every direction.

Because of its simplicity and good performance exhibited in Gentile et al. (2013), we chose to use RBF interpolation in the present work, and selected the commonly used thin plate RBF kernel (see Ngolë & Stark 2017, Sect. 3.2, for a quick discussion of its physical interpretation). In what follows, we always set \( n_{\text{neighbor}} \) to 15.

### 4.2. Spatial regularity using RCA graph harmonics

Aside from the choice of the spatial interpolator discussed in the previous subsection, one must also decide which function \( f \) to interpolate. In our case, where the PSFs are images of \( p^2 \) pixels, the simplest approach would be to consider each of these pixels as a scalar function and interpolate it independently from the others. While simple, this approach is extremely sensitive to single-pixel fluctuations, which are not unexpected in our datadriven estimations of the PSF, for instance if some noise-related artefacts remain.

As mentioned, instead of using \( p^2 \) different scalar functions, PSFEx instead considers \( f \) to be \( \mathbb{R}^{p^2} \)-valued. By construction, it performs a polynomial interpolation of its learned components. Spatial interpolation can also be carried within any chosen basis of representation—a typical example being the use of principal components analysis (PCA), wherein the inputs are first decomposed, and the spatial interpolation is carried over the coefficients associated with the first few principal components.

Our proposed approach is to perform this spatial interpolation step within the graph harmonics framework of RCA. We showed in Sect. 3.2 that the rows of matrix \( A \) are functions on a set of graphs, each containing the spatial information related to one particular eigen PSF. This is illustrated in Fig. 3: the coefficients related to eigenPSF \( S_k \) encode the spatial variations for a given range of distances. By performing the spatial interpolation in each of the \( r \) rows of the RCA-learned \( A \) matrix, we are moving along each of the corresponding PSF graphs. For any new position \( u \), we can then reconstruct a new set of coefficients \( A_u \in \mathbb{R}^r \) through RBF applications as in Eq. (15), and reconstruct the PSF as

\[
\hat{H}(u) := SA_u.
\]  

(16)

This amounts to adding a new point on the PSF graphs, as shown in red in Fig. 3. Since \( S \) was learned from the observed stars and \( A \) preserves the graph harmonics, this step ensures the constraints we highlighted at the end of Sect. 3.1 are still applied to the new PSF at the galaxy positions. In particular, the spatial constraints are preserved thanks to the PSF graphs.

We note that an additional advantage to this approach lies in the fact that the most computation-intensive steps are performed during the reconstruction of the PSF field through RCA (Sect. 3). In an Euclid-like framework where star images are under-sampled, if we were to use RCA to perform the necessary super-resolution step, the dictionary \( S \) and the graph harmonics encoded in \( A \) would already be computed. The proposed method can thus execute the spatial interpolation step in a particularly appropriate representation at no additional computational cost save for that of fitting the RBF weights. Conversely, if one wanted to use any other representation, even one as simple as PCA would require some extra computation (spectral value decomposition, in this case).

### 5. Comparison of PSF models

In this section, we apply PSFEx and the proposed approach to simulated stars.

#### 5.1. Data set

The PSFs we use are simulations of Euclid’s VIS instrument’s PSFs (as described in Ngolë et al. 2015, Sect. 4.1), located in the central part of the FOV, sampled at a single wavelength of 600 nm. As mentioned in Sect. 1, this is a simplification of the true Euclid PSF, since we neglect its chromatic variations, and the detector and guiding effects are absent from the simulations. This data set contains 597 such PSFs, each consisting of a 512×512 stamp with a pixel size of approximately 0.0083 arcsec, that is to say sampled on a much finer grid than the Euclid pixel size. See Fig. 4 for two examples chosen at some of the top-right- and bottom-left-most positions. We note these simulations correspond to a “toleranced” realization of the instrument. The amount of variations seen in the instrumental PSF here is rather pessimistic, and the true flight model is likely to exhibit more spatial stability.

As previously discussed, in a real-life observing situation, the only information (in the nonparametric framework of this work) from which we would derive our PSF models would be obtained from stars within the field, which lie at positions different from those where we wish to estimate it. We thus randomly split our sample of PSFs into two parts: a training set of 300 PSFs, the position of which we refer to as “star positions”; and a test set with the remaining 297 PSFs (at “galaxy positions”). The number of stars in our training sample is of order 10 times smaller than the expected average number of usable stars present in a VIS science exposure, though using all the available stars simultaneously would require taking into account the variations of the PSF across different CCDs. In Sect. 5.2, we only use the PSFs at star positions to try and produce estimations of the PSF at the galaxy positions. Conversely, from Sect. 6.1 onward, we solely focus on and use objects at the galaxy positions.

Euclid’s sampling frequency is at 0.688 of the Nyquist rate, which sets our goal in terms of super resolution at achieving an up-sampling factor of \( 1/D = 2 \) (Cropper et al. 2013). To
simulate observed stars, we sampled all 300 PSFs in the training set at the nominal \textit{Euclid} pixel scale of 0.1 arcsec. This is achieved by first applying a mean filter (which amounts to the approximation that the VIS pixel response is a perfect top hat), then sampling pixels at the correct rate. We applied a random sub-pixel shift to each resulting image, then truncated the stamps to be of size 21 × 21 around the pixel closest to the object’s centroid. Indeed, in observing situations, our PSF models would likely (definitely, in the cases of both PSFEx and RCA) be fit on image stamps containing a suitable star extracted from the full image. Our models would thus necessarily need to deal with the resulting truncation effects. Lastly, we added various levels of white Gaussian noise with standard deviation $\sigma$, yielding five different sets of observed stars at average signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) of 10, 20, 35, and 50, where S/N is defined as

$$S/N = \frac{\|x\|_2^2}{\sigma^2 p^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

for image $x$ of size $p \times p$. An example of the resulting star images is shown in Fig. 5.

From these, we estimate the PSF at twice the \textit{Euclid} pixel sampling and at the galaxy positions in Sect. 5.2. Because of the up-sampling, the resulting PSFs are stored in stamps of 42 × 42 pixels.

For comparison, we also prepared a set of “known” PSFs $\hat{H}_{kn}$ at those positions, by sampling the 297 test PSFs at half of \textit{Euclid}’s pixel size and truncating the resulting images to 42 × 42 pixels. While not the ideal case (where the continuous PSF image would be perfectly known), this fiducial, unattainable case amounts to the best possible PSF our approaches to super-resolution, denoising and spatial interpolation could possibly achieve. We note that this would require some extra conditions to be met, for example by the population of random shifts undergone by the under-sampled images (which is, under the safe assumption that shifts are randomly distributed, also directly related to the number of observed stars). Using the notations of Sect. 2.1, $\hat{H}_{kn}$ would be the the PSF obtained if only $F_s$ remained while $F_d$ had been perfectly corrected for. In other words, the only effects degrading these PSFs are those of sampling (at our target of half \textit{Euclid}’s pixel size), and truncation at the best possible stamp size given that of our star images.

5.2. PSF modeling

We first assumed the star images described in Sect. 5.1 had already been extracted, and we performed both super-resolution and spatial interpolation using RCA, as described in Sects. 3 and 4. This yielded a set of 297 RCA-estimated 42 × 42 PSFs, $\hat{H}_{RCA}$, at galaxy positions per S/N level.
PSFEx was designed to run on catalogs extracted using companion software Source Extractor, and thus requires a little more setup. For each S/N level, we first created a fake full image of 12,000 x 12,000 pixels, into which the 300 stars are placed at their respective positions. We then ran Source Extractor on the resulting images, with parameters selected so that all stars were detected and extracted correctly, and no spurious detections occurred. When run, PSFEx performs a further selection across all objects extracted by Source Extractor, which is usually desirable for fitting the PSF model to appropriate stars. In our case, however, since we already knew our Source Extractor catalog to be perfect, we tuned PSFEx’s selection parameters so that as many stars as possible were used. One was nonetheless rejected at S/N 50. The parameters related to the model are the following:

- PSF_SAMPLING = 0.5
- PSF_SIZE = 42, 42
- PSFVAR_KEYS = X_IMAGE, Y_IMAGE
- PSFVAR_GROUPS = 1, 1
- PSFVAR_DEGREES = 2

Namely, PSFEx learns a set of PSF basis elements \( \{ S_{i,j} \} \) so that the PSF at position \( x, y \) is estimated as in Eq. (3), with \( d = 2 \) (repeating the experiments with \( d = 3 \) led to very poor PSF models). All other PSFEx parameters were left to their default value. Again, this produced one set of estimated PSFs per S/N level, \( \hat{H}_{\text{PSFEx}} \), with the same stamp and pixel sizes as \( \hat{H}_{\text{kn}} \) and \( \hat{H}_{\text{RCA}} \).

Examples of \( \hat{H}_{\text{kn}} \), \( \hat{H}_{\text{RCA}} \), and \( \hat{H}_{\text{PSFEx}} \), at the galaxy position corresponding to the simulated PSF on the left-hand side of Fig. 4, are given in Fig. 6 for the worst and best-case noise scenarios.

5.3. Results

Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008) established a basis for studying the impact of imperfect PSF models on the shape measurement of galaxies. Working in the framework of unweighted quadrupole moments, they found that the error on the measured galaxy ellipticity is

\[
\hat{e}_i = e_i \left( 1 + \frac{\delta(R^2_{\text{PSF}})}{R^2_{\text{gal}}} \right) - \left( \frac{R^2_{\text{PSF}}}{R^2_{\text{gal}}} \delta e^2_{i,\text{PSF}} + \frac{\delta(R^2_{\text{PSF}})}{R^2_{\text{gal}}} e^2_{i,\text{PSF}} \right),
\]

(18)
where $R_{psf}^2$ is the size of obj (which can be either a PSF or a galaxy) defined from quadrupole moments, and $\delta$ indicates the difference between a quantity of the true PSF and that of the model. Following Eq. (18), we can first quantify the quality of our PSF by looking at the errors in size and ellipticity, $\delta(R_{psf})$, $\delta(e_{i})$, for both models, on the 297 test PSFs.

For the former, both models tend to overestimate the size of the PSF, likely because the super-resolution is performed on a small sample of very narrow objects. This size error has a much stronger contribution to the quantities in (18) than the ellipticity error. RCA already reduces this bias in our current set-up, with an improvement of about 24% at all noise levels. This still leads to an RMS on the relative size $\delta(R_{psf})/R_{psf}$ that is about $10^4$ times too high to match the requirements. Beyond the need to use more stars simultaneously to build the model, which also emerges from every other current shortcoming of our approach, this strong bias will already be greatly reduced in a more realistic Euclid scenario, since a broadband PSF is necessarily broader than the monochromatic PSF we consider in this work, regardless of the target object’s spectral energy distribution (SED).

The values of the true PSF ellipticity at each galaxy position in our test set is shown in Fig. 7. The corresponding ellipticity residuals for each PSF model, $\delta(e_{PSF})$, and their distribution across all positions are shown, respectively, in Figs. 8 and 9, when computed on stars with $S/N > 35$. Noticeable residuals are present for both methods, though they are of lower amplitude in the case of RCA. Figure 7 shows a strong asymmetry between the two ellipticity components, with most objects showing mostly horizontally or vertically oriented sticks. This indicates the first ellipticity component has both higher values, and much stronger variations across the field than the second (which contributes to diagonal orientations). Residuals in Figs. 8 and 9 are, in turn, similarly dominated by the first component. This is due to the pixel grid on which the input simulated PSFs were sampled. A simple rotation of the reference frame before sampling would reduce (or invert, through a $\pi/4$-rotation) the difference in amplitudes between the two ellipticity components.

As could already be observed in Figs. 8 and 9 shows that PSFEx leads to a strong bias in the first ellipticity component that is systematically overestimated. This occurs at all S/Ns and indicates that PSFEx, as it is, cannot capture the variations of the Euclid PSF model from under-sampled stars.

The RMS error per star $S/N$ level is shown in Fig. 10. We observe the same overall behavior of both PSF models at all $S/N$s, with RCA performing better at $e_1$ recovery, and worse at capturing the much smaller $e_2$ variations. As mentioned in Sect. 1, Euclid’s requirements for weak lensing are that the RMS on both PSF ellipticity components should be lower than $5 \times 10^{-2}$. As expected, our purely nonparametric approach is far (at a factor of 100–300) from achieving these requirements on its own and with such few stars, though it already yields a significant improvement over PSFEx.

The RMS on the first ellipticity component gets increasingly worse for higher $S/N$ values in the case of PSFEx, which might indicate the presence of spurious effects in the model that get attenuated by higher levels of noise. It might seem puzzling that the error we observe in the case of RCA is lower for an $S/N$ of 35 than it is for one of 50. We observe the same effect when rerunning RCA on several different realizations of noise at those levels. A natural concern would be that this could indicate that the quality of our PSF model gets worse with decreasing levels of noise; however, the pixel error between our RCA PSFs and the known ones does get smaller, as shown in Fig. 11. These effects illustrate an important point: when building the PSF model, neither RCA nor PSFEx explicitly aim at matching the observed stars’ shapes. It is therefore possible that a “better” model, as defined from the actual functionals both approaches aim to minimize (in Eqs. (11) and (6), respectively), leads to a poorer ellipticity component. This is what we observe in Fig. 10: the PSF model outputted by RCA, when run on given stars, varies smoothly as a function of their noise level. The overall quality of the model monotonically increases with $S/N$, as seen in Fig. 11, eventually converging to the model that would be obtained if there were no noise in the input stars. The ellipticity of the model at any arbitrary position also varies smoothly, but there is no guarantee these variations monotonically tend to the true ellipticity. While the effect we observe here is much smaller (and is, in fact, not visually identifiable when comparing the models obtained at $S/N$s of 35 and 50), as a crude illustration, consider a PSF with two outer rings: the first one having a dampening effect on the full PSF’s first component ellipticity $\delta(e_{inner}) < 0$, and the second leading to an increase $\delta(e_{outer}) = -\delta(e_{inner}) > 0$. For a given number of stars, suppose the best possible error achievable (with no noise) is $\delta(e_i) < 0$. Let us assume the quality of the reconstruction of the central part of the PSF is unchanged regardless of input noise levels, and both rings are completely lost to noise at low $S/N$. As we increase the $S/N$ of input stars, the model would eventually capture the inner ring, while still completely missing the outer one. At this stage, the dampening effect of the first ring would counteract the overestimation of the central part’s ellipticity, thus leading to a smaller ellipticity error $0 < \delta(e_i) + \delta(e_{inner}) < \delta(e_i)$. If the $S/N$ were to keep increasing, however, the outer ring would eventually be captured by the model, increasing once again the overestimation of the first component ellipticity.
Fig. 8. PSF ellipticity residuals as a function of position, for both PSF models. **Left:** RCA; **right:** PSFEx.

Fig. 9. Distribution of ellipticity residuals for both PSF models. Measurements were made with star S/N 35. **Top:** first ellipticity component; **bottom:** second ellipticity component.

Fig. 10. RMS error on each PSF ellipticity component for the two models, as a function of input star S/N. Continuous lines are for the first ellipticity component, dashed for the second. Error bars are computed by jackknife over the 297 test positions.

### 6. Impact on galaxy shape measurement

Equation (18) is exact in the case of unweighted moments. However, the *Euclid* PSF has divergent second-order moments and a complex profile that leads to strong ellipticity gradients, which further complicates the use of weight functions, as shown by Hoekstra et al. (1998). Their necessary addition introduces mixing with higher-order moments, as seen, for example, in the DEIMOS (Melchior et al. 2011) formalism. Massey et al. (2012) extended the study of Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008) to include
Our observations were then generated by sampling the resulting convolved profile on stamps of $42 \times 42$ pixels at half the nominal VIS pixel scale, to match our super-resolved PSFs. We note that in a real-life Euclid setting, the observed galaxies would also suffer from under-sampling; however, we choose not to take it into account in this work in order to better isolate the effects of imperfect PSF modeling on shape measurement. Similarly, rather than matching the observations’ noise levels to those we used for the stars, we instead always added white Gaussian noise with $\sigma = 0.01$ (leading to an average S/N of about 50).

### 6.2. Shape measurement

With both the estimated PSFs and observed galaxies described in the previous sections, we can now perform the actual shape measurement step. For a given galaxy of intrinsic ellipticity $e_i = (e_{i1}, e_{i2})$ and having undergone a shear $(\gamma_1, \gamma_2)$, our shape measurement method yields

$$\hat{e}_i \approx e_i + g_i .$$

The shear itself can then be obtained by averaging over sets of objects:

$$\hat{\gamma} = \langle \hat{e} \rangle \approx \langle e_i \rangle + \langle g \rangle = g .$$

In our case, we know $\langle e_i \rangle$ is exactly 0. Numerous shape measurement methods that yield $\hat{e}$ (and thus $\hat{\gamma}$) exist. However, they are known to be imperfect and introduce bias. Since we are interested in the impact of imperfect PSF models, in order to quantify the amount of error that is introduced by the shape measurement itself, we started by measuring the shape of each observed galaxy using the corresponding known PSF $\hat{H}_{PSF}$. Then, for each of our star noise levels, we repeated the measurement of the same object, both with the RCA-estimated $\hat{H}_{RCA}$ and the PSFEx $\hat{H}_{PSFEx}$.

Broadly speaking, shape measurement methods used in weak lensing studies fall into one of two categories: moments-based approaches and model fitting. The former rely on computing estimates of the shape of the object from their second-order quadrupole moments, and PSF correction is typically carried out by also computing the PSF model image’s moments and correcting for these. On the other hand, model fitting methods assume some analytical model for the profile of the galaxies. The parameters of the model are then selected on a per-object basis, by fitting the observations with a sampled profile, convolved with the PSF (hence the process sometimes being referred to as “forward” fitting).

Because of the considerable difference between those two approaches, especially with regard to how the PSF is taken into account, we perform our experiments with one method of each type. The most well-known moments-based approach is the KSB method, first introduced by Kaiser et al. (1995). Various improvements and implementations of the KSB method have since then been proposed. In the present work, we use its implementation within the HSM (Hirata & Seljak 2003; Mandelbaum et al. 2005) library of GalSim, where the size of the (circular) Gaussian window function is matched to that of the observed galaxy. For model fitting, we use the freely available `im3shape` package described in Zuntz et al. (2013). In the results shown in Sect. 6.3, `im3shape` was run with most parameters left to default, except for those related to the images stamp.

---

2 https://github.com/GalSim-developers/GalSim

3 https://bitbucket.org/joezuntz/im3shape-git
size, noise level, ranges for the estimation of the object’s centertoide and PSF handling (see Appendix B for a complete list).

A particular consequence of this is that the model chosen for galaxies is a de Vaucouleurs bulge combined with an exponential disk, which, in turn, is the exact model used for generating some of our observations (though some others are composed of a single Sersic profile with index \( n \neq [1, 4] \)). However, im3shape thus configured assumes the bulge and disk to have the exact same ellipticity, orientation and relative size, which is not necessarily the case for our simulated galaxies. Nonetheless, this means the actual galaxy profiles used by im3shape are fairly close to those of the observations, perhaps more so than what could be expected from real data. In other words, our model fitting experiments may not suffer from so-called model bias quite as much as could be expected in a more realistic setting (Voigt & Bridle 2010). However, our emphasis in the present work is on the effect of PSF modeling errors on galaxy shape measurement, and whether both approaches are similarly affected by them. For a study of the impact of model bias on shape measurement, see Pujol et al. (2017).

In some cases, the KSB implementation we used fails to compute the shapes of certain objects, or returns ellipticity estimates with an absolute value of more than 1. When this occurs with any of our three PSFs, we remove these objects from the analysis. This leads to about 72,000 objects being put aside. The exact amount of objects removed per S/N and PSF type are given in Appendix B. We note that the model fitting approach always provides an estimate of the shape, and thus all 204,000 objects are used.

6.3. Results

We first describe the results of our shape measurement experiment by themselves. Then, in Sect. 6.3.3, we compare them to the widely used analytical prediction of Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008).

6.3.1. Ellipticity measurements

We first consider the measured shape of galaxies themselves. Regardless of the PSF model and shape measurement method applied, we obtain an estimate of the overall galaxy shape, which includes both its intrinsic ellipticity and the undergone shear as shown in Eq. (20). Despite their differences, both approaches suffer from some form of model bias.

Quadrupole moments are extremely sensitive to noise effects. To overcome this sensitivity, KSB uses a (matched, in our case) Gaussian window function. This of course induces bias, which has been compared to the effect of model bias in the case of model fitting methods, for instance by Viola et al. (2014). As discussed at the end of Sect. 6.2, in our current setup, im3shape measurements are on the contrary fairly exempt from model bias. Regardless, these potentially strong biases are due solely to the shape measurement methods themselves, and should be independent from the PSF modeling. Since the impact of the latter is our focus here, we study the relative ellipticity error of the various combinations of PSF models and shape measurements, that is,

\[
\langle (\hat{e}_{1}^{\text{kn}} - \hat{e}^{\text{RCA}}_{1})^2 \rangle, \langle (\hat{e}_{1}^{\text{kn}} - \hat{e}^{\text{PSFEx}}_{1})^2 \rangle,
\]

where the average is taken over all objects. We note that the overall amplitude of errors is still related to the intrinsic biases of each shape measurement method, which could be alleviated by a proper calibration scheme. However, these results can still be used to inform us about the two PSF models and their impact on galaxy shape estimation.

When using KSB, we find a clear improvement of order 50–60% in the shape error when using the proposed approach over PSFEx. Similarly to results shown on the PSF models themselves in Sect. 5.3, this seems to indicate that both models yield significantly different PSFs, and that our RCA-based approach is more successful at reconstructing the true PSF.

Interestingly, however, the observed difference is much smaller (of order 10–20%) between the two PSF models when shapes are measured through model fitting. This would seem to imply that these methods are less sensitive to PSF modeling errors than moments-based methods, which was not an especially expected outcome: for instance, Pujol et al. (2017) found no significant difference in sensitivity on various other potential factors when comparing methods of each type. This difference in behaviour when faced with imperfect PSF models could be related to effects due to mixing with higher order moments shown in Eq. (21).

A common way to parameterize the bias made on shape measurement is to extend it to first order:

\[
\hat{g}_i \approx (1 + m_i)g_i + c_i,
\]

where \( m_i, c_i \) are the multiplicative and additive shear bias, respectively, for shear component \( i \in [1, 2] \). As in the previous section, we compute the value of those two parameters for each combination of PSF and shape measurement technique. Once again, we emphasize that the goal of the present work is not to compare shape measurement methods per se, but rather how PSF model errors impact them. The focus should thus be on the differences of \( c \) and \( m \) values between different PSF models, rather than on the actual values themselves.

In the case of KSB, the distributions of the first component of measured and true shears, as well as the best fit linear regression yielding the two bias values, are shown in Fig. 12 for the known PSF. The same figures for both our models, with star S/N of 35, are shown in Fig. 13, with the line corresponding to shear bias in the ideal case shown in black for comparison.

PSF modeling induces a stronger shear bias in both cases, with over a factor of two gain in multiplicative bias compared to the ideal scenario. The RCA-based PSF leads to an improvement, in both components, of the multiplicative bias compared to PSFEx, as seen in Table 1 (where, similarly to the ellipticities in Sect. 6.3.1, we show the relative biases \( \Delta \eta_i, \Delta c_i \) after subtracting that measured using the known PSF).

Conversely, the lower half of Table 1 indicates our RCA-based PSFs lead to a higher additive bias than the PSFEx ones. This additive bias is present at every star S/N, though it undergoes strong variations. This higher RCA additive bias is especially noticeable on the first of the two shear components, despite

both the bias and RMS error on the first component PSF ellipticity being smaller, as is shown in Sect. 5.3. A common way to investigate the relationship between PSF and additive bias is to reparameterize Eq. (23) like so:

\[ \hat{g}_i \approx (1 + m_i)g_i + c'_i + \alpha \epsilon^\text{PSF}_i, \]

where \( \alpha \) then quantifies the amount of PSF leakage. We note, however, that this quantity can contain both PSF effects that were not fully captured by the shape measurement step, and effects emanating from errors in the PSF model itself. It would therefore not be informative in our present case, where the additive bias appears stronger for the PSF model with the smallest errors despite the same shape measurement being applied in both cases.

A study of the shear biases obtained with our different PSF models when using im3shape also seems to indicate the presence of a slight additive bias when using the RCA PSF. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, which features the same shear 2D densities and linear fit as Fig. 13, also at star S/N 35, when the shape measurement is performed by model fitting. In terms of multiplicative bias, the difference between the known and modeled PSFs is much smaller than it was with KSB, and insignificant in-between models, which once again seems to indicate a lower sensitivity to PSF modeling errors of model fitting methods.

### 6.3.3. Comparison to analytical predictions

The results shown in Sect. 6.3.2 are already at odds with those predicted by Eq. (18), since we observe different relative biases introduced by the same PSF model errors depending on the shape measurement used. To better illustrate this discrepancy, following from Eq. (18), for any set of galaxy, true PSF, and model fitting, we define the expected contribution to multiplicative bias,

\[ m^\text{PH} := \frac{\delta(R_{PSF}^2)}{R_{gal}^2}, \]

which is the same for both ellipticity components, and the contribution to each component of the additive bias

\[ \hat{g}_i^{\text{PH}} := - \left( \frac{R_{PSF}^2}{R_{gal}^2} \delta \epsilon^\text{PSF} + \frac{\delta(R_{PSF}^2)}{R_{gal}^2} \epsilon^\text{PSF} \right). \]

These are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively, for a range of galaxy sizes. Here and throughout this section, we use PSFs modeled at star S/N 35. The error bars correspond to the variations across our 297 estimated PSFs. Starting from our full experiment, we separated the pure-Sersic galaxies, split them by size, and recomputed the shear biases we observed per galaxy size bin. Similar to Sect. 6.3.2, we then computed the relative biases, \( \Delta m, \Delta c, \), by removing the bias measured with the known PSFs to those of both PSF models. These values are then over-plotted for each galaxy size bin in Figs. 15 and 16, and show strong deviations from the analytical predictions.

For instance, we showed in Sect. 5.3 that the RCA model led to smaller errors in both the first PSF ellipticity component, \( \delta e_1^\text{PSF} \), and its size, \( \delta (R_{PSF}^2) \). It then follows that we expect a lower relative (positive) additive bias when using the RCA PSFs, which is the opposite of what we observe with our full experiment. The worse performance in \( \epsilon^\text{PSF} \) recovery is compensated by RCA’s smaller \( \delta(R_{PSF}^2) \), which, as previously mentioned, largely
Table 1. KSB-induced shear biases $\Delta m_i, \Delta c_i$ as a function of the S/N of stars on which the PSF models were fitted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Ellipticity component</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta m_i$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSFEx</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta c_i \times 10^3$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>-4.70</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>-3.30</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSFEx</td>
<td>-2.88</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 14. Same as Fig. 13, when shape measurement is performed using model fitting.

Fig. 15. Multiplicative bias induced by the PSF models, as predicted from Eq. (26) (continuous line and error bars) and observed when measuring galaxy shapes with KSB (empty points) or im3shape (filled points).

Fig. 16. Similar to Fig. 15, for the additive biases predicted from Eq. (26) (continuous line and error bars), and those observed with KSB (empty points) and im3shape (filled points). Note that in this case, the analytical predictions are different for each ellipticity component (top: first; bottom: second) because of the left-hand term in Eq. (26).

outweighs the contribution of the ellipticity error term here. This leads to smaller $c_2^{PH}$ values when compared with the prediction for PSFEx. However, we see that the biases we observe in practice are strongly dependent on the shape measurement method. With im3shape, the $c_2$ contribution is indeed smaller for RCA, though they were overestimated by the analytical prediction for both PSF models. With KSB, it is higher for RCA than it is for PSFEx, and while $c_2^{PH} < 0$ for both PSF models, they lead to a positive contribution when propagated to KSB-measured shapes.

As discussed at the beginning of Sect. 6, we know the analytical predictions are exact when the prefactors in Eq. (19) vanish. In order to test whether these are the reason for the differences we observed, we generated a new set of simulations. The galaxies have the same properties (size, shape, applied shear) as those described in Sect. 6.1, but are drawn from a 2D Gaussian distribution. Similarly, the PSF applied have identical shape properties as our Euclid PSFs, but are also Gaussian. Lastly, we
In particular, we considered a single monochromatic PSF. This makes many simplifying assumptions regarding the VIS PSF. Euclid will no longer be an acceptable assumption in the case of Euclid (Duncan et al., in prep.) that optimal transport tools were particularly well suited to represent the chromatic variations undergone by the VIS PSF. Introducing these tools into our nonparametric model could allow us to break the additional degeneracy caused by the chromatic variations of the PSF being integrated with the stars’ SEDs, and to extract monochromatic components that could then be recombinated with the galaxies’ SEDs.

Despite the improvement in model quality, the use of our approach as the PSF in galaxy shape measurement unexpectedly leads to stronger additive shear biases than when using PSFEx. Following this observation, as well as other observed discrepancies, this paper also shows that, in the case of Euclid, the way the PSF modeling errors impact shear measurement can be more complicated than previously thought, and method dependent. In particular, the Paulin-Henriksson et al. (2008) formalism no longer holds. Our experiments show this is likely coming from additional terms arising from the necessary addition of a window function to compute quadrupole moments. Similar effects could thus occur for any diffraction-limited telescope.
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**Fig. 17.** Same as Fig. 15, when PSFs and galaxies are Gaussian.
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**Fig. 18.** Same as Fig. 16, when PSFs and galaxies are Gaussian.
Appendix A: A primer on graph theory

![Example unweighted graph](image)

Fig. A.1. Example unweighted graph.

In this appendix, we give a very brief introduction to some graph theory concepts relevant to our method. Let us first define the Laplacian matrix. Consider an unweighted graph such as that shown in Fig. A.1 (where each vertex $i$ is identified through $u_i$ in order to keep the notations consistent, though there is no notion of position here). We define the degree, $d(i)$, of vertex $i$ as the number of edges connected to it. In our example, we have $d(1) = d(4) = 3, d(2) = d(5) = 1$, and $d(3) = 2$. The degree matrix $D$ is simply the diagonal matrix with $D_{ii} = d(i)$. It contains information about the graph’s connectivity, but nothing about its actual structure (as we cannot know which vertices contribute to another’s degree). This is contained in the adjacency matrix $A$, which, in the unweighted case, is simply defined as

$$A_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if there is an edge between vertices } i \text{ and } j, \\ 0 & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}$$

We can now define the Laplacian matrix of a graph as

$$L = D - A.$$ 

In the example of Fig. A.1, the Laplacian would be

$$L = \begin{pmatrix} 3 & -1 & -1 & -1 & 0 \\ -1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & 2 & -1 & 0 \\ -1 & 0 & -1 & 3 & -1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & -1 & 1 \end{pmatrix}. \tag{A.3}$$

The Laplacian matrix is a tool central to graph theory. In our case, the edges are weighted by a function of the distance between the stars corresponding to the vertices. Generalizing the definition of $L$ to the weighted case is an intuitive procedure. While the adjacency matrix entries up to now only contained a binary information (either two vertices are connected, or they are not), in the weighted case, we replace that with the weight on the corresponding edge: the entries of $A$ now tell us quantitatively how connected two vertices are. Similarly, for the degree matrix to quantify the amount of connectivity of a given vertex rather than just count the number of edges, we define the degree of node $i$ as $d(i) = \sum_j A_{ij}$, that is, the sum of the weights carried by all edges connected to vertex $i$. From that definition, we immediately infer that our matrices $P_{e_i, a_k}$ defined in Eq. (9) are precisely the Laplacian matrices of a fully connected graph with the edge between $i$ and $j$ weighted by $1/\|u_i - u_j\|^2$, multiplied (entry-wise) by a matrix $\tilde{D}_i$, defined as

$$\tilde{D}_i := a_k \text{Id} - \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -1 & -1 & \ldots & -1 \\ -1 & 0 & -1 & \ldots & -1 \\ -1 & \ldots & -1 & 0 & -1 \\ -1 & \ldots & -1 & -1 & 0 \end{pmatrix},$$

where $\text{Id}$ is the identity matrix.

The role of $e_k$ in associating each of our graphs to a certain spatial frequency is straightforward: the higher its value, the stronger the decay in edge weight as the distance between two vertices increases, leading to the graph capturing lower spatial frequencies. Comparing Eq. (A.4) to (A.2) gives an intuitive (though not rigorous) interpretation as to the role of $a_k$: it amounts to multiplying the degree matrix of our graph by $a_k$, in turn affecting its overall connectivity.

As a pathway toward defining wavelets on graphs, Hammond et al. (2011) introduced, by analogy with the usual transform, the Fourier transform on graphs. For a graph $G$ with Laplacian $L$, $(V, f)$ denotes its eigen vectors. For any function $f$ defined on the vertices of $G$ (like, in our case, each row $A_k$ containing the coefficients of each star for a particular eigenPSF), we define its Fourier transform as

$$\hat{f}(l) := \langle V, f \rangle.$$ \tag{A.5}

The matrix $V$ introduced in Sect. 3.2 is nothing but the concatenation of the eigen vectors associated to each eigen PSF’s graph. Factorizing $A$ by $V^T$ and imposing the rows of the resulting matrix $\alpha$ to be sparse thus simply amounts to imposing the coefficients associated to our eigen PSFs to be sparse in the Fourier domain of each associated graph (themselves capturing, by construction, a particular spatial frequency).
Appendix B: Galaxy shape measurement experiment

Table B.1. Relative ellipticity error on the measured galaxy shapes, \( \langle (\hat{e}_k^m - \hat{e}_i^m)^2 \rangle \times 10^3 \), for both PSF models and both shape measurement methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Ellipticity component</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KSB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSFEx</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>im3shape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSFEx</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2. Number of objects where the HSM implementation of KSB fails to compute the PSF-corrected shapes per star S/N level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Known</th>
<th>PSFEx</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 741</td>
<td>63 541</td>
<td>54 345</td>
<td>72 951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 702</td>
<td>63 356</td>
<td>51 664</td>
<td>71 551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 787</td>
<td>63 236</td>
<td>52 100</td>
<td>71 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 798</td>
<td>63 111</td>
<td>51 739</td>
<td>70 902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. The total amount corresponds to the union of the 3 PSF-specific sets of such outliers.

This appendix contains additional details on the galaxy shape experiment described in Sect. 6. Table B.1 shows the relative errors on measured galaxy shapes, for all combinations of noise level, PSF model, and shape measurement approach, while Table B.2 contains the number of objects removed from the analysis when using KSB.

Below is the configuration file used when running im3shape in our experiments:

```plaintext
noise_sigma = 0.01
background_subtract = NO
psf_truncation_pixels = 50.0
stamp_size = 42

sersics_x0_start = 21.0
sersics_y0_start = 21.0
sersics_x0_min = 18.0
sersics_y0_min = 18.0
sersics_x0_max = 24.0
sersics_y0_max = 24.0

psf_input = psf_image_cube
perform_pixel_integration = NO
upsampling = 1
central_pixel_upsampling = NO
padding = 0
```

We note that default values are used for all parameters not specified in this config file.